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Then and Now Bible Maps PowerPoint will change the way you teach about the Bible forever! The

fantastic bestselling ready-to-use PowerPoint allows pastors and leaders to show how maps from

Bible-times compare with modern day geographical maps. Maps cover the areas for all major Bible

stories.PowerPoint contains more than 60 slide frames, maps with modern-time "overlays." View it

on a computer screen or use a digital projector. PowerPoint CD contains PC and MAC versions,

teacher notes, handouts, as well worksheets in PDF format.  Those you teach will be amazed to

discover that countries they hear on the news all the time were once the biblical nations and cities

they learned about in Sunday school or Bible study. Then and Now Bible Maps focus on these five

key biblical areas. You can show each map with or without the modern-day overlays. Maps include: 

The Middle East during Old Testament Times With modern-day overlays The Middle East Assyrian

Empire, Babylonian Kingdoms and Persian Empire The Holy Land during the time of the Old

Testament With overlays of modern-day Israel The Holy Land during the time of Jesus With

modern-day overlays Paul s Journeys (Roman Empire at AD 60) With modern-day overlays 

Microsoft PowerPoint users will love this easy-to-use presentation that includes enough material for

two-to-four hours of lessons. Pastors and teachers can present select maps to emphasize a

particular lesson and then add even greater relevance by showing your students where those

Bible-time places are today. Handouts of the presentation are included on the CD-ROM and include

slide images with room for note taking.  Pastors and teachers will enjoy the presentation s flexibility.

Present the PowerPoint in one setting or as a series of study sessions. Once loaded onto a

computer, the teacher has flexibility as to how the information is presented:   Rearrange the format

for specific environment or time considerations Present at the speed that s best for study

participants Or use only a portion of the information for a special presentation
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[Then & Now Bible Maps] is the perfect size to fit into the back cover of my Bible. It is very good to

have a material so concise, attractive and easy to handle. [I am] amazed by [Then & Now Bible

Maps] quality and content. Whereas so much Christian literature is pure entertainment, here we

have something didactic presented in an attractive way, rich in spiritual substance. I hope that you

find a wide audience to spread this knowledge -- it is worth the effort. --B. V. Henry Henry, Author of

"Forsaking All for Christ"

I purchased so that I could view the maps on my iPad in the Kindle app. Instead I was presented

with a notice that due to screen limitations everything had been redesigned, and all I had to do was

visit their web site and download the free PDF file. Grand, I now have the maps on my desktop

computer, but NOT on my iPad in the Kindle appÃ¢Â€Â”which is where I wanted to use them. Since

I had to give them my email to get the PDF files, IÃ¢Â€Â™m guessing I'll be bombarded with junk

mail. The Kindle version of these maps is nothing more than an advertisement. I'm very

disappointed.

This is a great map for anyone studying scripture. I am in a bible study and we are studying Isaiah

all year long. These maps are extremely helpful to put names with places, and adds so much more

to my bible study. I also love the fact that the overlays tell you where these ancient cities are named

today. Every time I turn on the news and hear about different events in the Middle East, I can

reference what those places were 2000-4000 years ago, and what historical event took place there.

It's very fascinating! Rose (the publisher) also sells a pocket version for $4 each. It's not as

extensive as this one, but because I loved this one so much, I bought the pocket version for my

entire bible study class. There is also a then and now "deluxe" version that has even more maps

and more reference material.

Excellent map selections. Even modern areas, such as Golan Heights, West Bank, Gaza Strip, and

so on are clearly oulined. also, coastal cities, Paul's routes, entire Red Sea area, Arabian Sea,



Haran, Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, Persian Gulf, modern places in red, ancient lands in black, 12

Tribes in Canaan, Empires and Kingdoms, Jesus' travels area, and so on.

This Bible map book has clear plastic overlay that show where certain places mentioned in the Bible

are located today! (It is also available as a set of overhead transparencies, which is ISBN

0965508234.) This spiral-bound book contains 12 full-color Bible maps, each with a clear plastic

overlay that shows modern-day cities and countries. Includes the following maps: * The Middle East

during Old Testament Times * Overlay of modern-day Middle East * The Assyrian Empire,

Babylonian Kingdoms and Persian Empire *Overlay of same areas with modern-day countries * The

Holy Land during the time of the Old Testament * Overlays of United Kingdom, Divided Kingdom,

modern-day Israel and surrounding countries * The Holy Land during the time of Jesus * Overlay of

modern-day Holy Land * Paul's Journeys (Roman Empire at AD 60) * Overlay of modern-day

Mediterranean area. The print is relatively large for an Bible atlas (not giant print, but not as bad as

some Bible atlases).

The maps from ancient times overlaid by maps of today's nations is helpful.I finally discovered that if

you set the cursor in the center of the map and click, the map enlarges enough to read the words.

For months I didn't know that.

I bought one of these for me and then reordered two more for friends of mine that do ministry work.

It is well made, durable,colorful, a good price and very interesting to see how they show both the

Bible times location and where the places are today. Very good value!

Really neat! Keep it in my Bible cover with my Bible so I can refer to it and better understand the

places that are mentioned in the Old Testament compared to our current maps of today!

Awesome bible map, very accurate and perfect for bible study or teaching. Love how simple

everything is laid out and how you can refer to the old and the new. Super fast shipping and

excellent seller
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